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	The Treaty of Versailles ended the Great War, but did not end all wars. As noted in Doc F, its terms "reducing Germany to servitude for a generation" if anything would help catalyst greater wars. The heavy blow dealt to Germany, however, is not the only reason why Wilson's "war to end all wars" didn't end all wars. His plan to institute a League of Nations to end conflict failed when the United States failed to get itself together and be represented in said league. While the opposition from both the right and the left contributed to the defeat of the Treaty of Versailles in the U.S. Senate, Wilson's stubbornness was still an important factor in the ultimate failure of the treaty.
`	Most people of the U.S. approved of the League of Nations as such, the debate occurred over the treaty's terms or how to join the league (Doc I). Most liberals, displeased with the way in which Germany was getting shafted, disapproved of the treaty, claiming that it did nothing to advance the view of a warless world full of peaceful democracy (Doc B). Many Americans resented the idea of American troops being "on call" and urged President Wilson not to allow the U.S. Army to be ordered into other countries by other members of the league (Doc A). Henry Cabot Lodge suggested amendments that would exempt the U.S. from the agreement to lend military aid in the stifling of conflict. Wilson refused to agree to the treaty with those terms, saying that such amendments and exemptions defeated the purpose of the League, appealing to the country and asking it if it did not "wish to see the United States play its responsible part in it? (Doc G)" 
	Wilson's deliberation and stubbornness was in fact a huge factor in the failure of the Treaty of Versailles. Though his cause for not agreeing with Lodge's amendments were just, his delays unsettled the people and affected the state of Europe quite negatively. Hoover claimed that the shakiness on the part of the U.S. was imperiling the economic recuperation of Europe (Doc D). W.E.B. Du Bois, advocating the League of Nations and criticizing both Wilson's stubbornness and Lodge's amendments, wrote that "the idea that we single-handed can dictate terms to the World or stay out of the World, is an idea born of the folly of fools." Du Bois is clearly stating the general feeling that Wilson's stubbornness is terrible and that the U.S. simply must join the League of Nations at all costs.
	The extremists both on the left and right posed some problems for the victory of the treaty but the real obstacle was Wilson's recalcitrance. His deliberations and delays made thousands uneasy, endangered the recuperation of Europe, and ultimately led to the downfall of the Treaty of Versailles along with the League of Nations that never saw the U.S. join. 
